FALL 2014 IT WORKSHOP EVALUATION RESULTS

EXPECTATIONS
This illustrates if the workshops met the expectation of the audience.

REGISTRATION
This illustrates if the registration process was handled efficiently.

KNOWLEDGE
This illustrates if the instructor was knowledgeable about the topic of the workshop.

FACILITIES
This illustrates if the facilities of the workshops were appropriate/adequate.

Workshop Met Expectations
Instructor Knowledgeable
Registration Efficient
Facilities Appropriate

Fall 2014 Workshop Evaluation Mean Overall Ratings from 5=Strongly Agree to 1=Strongly Disagree

93 WORKSHOPS OFFERED: FALL 2014
We offered a total of 93 workshops for students, faculty and staff on variety of topics (see below).

708 TOTAL SURVEY RESPONDENTS
This represents the number of participants who evaluated the overall workshops.

LIST OF WORKSHOP TOPICS FOR FALL 2014

Blackboard:
Basics, Discussion Board, Grade Center and Blackboard Content Management System.
CUNYfirst Travel and Expenses
Digital Connect
Getting IT
LEH 100 IT Orientation
Lehman Community Connect
Managing an Electronic Mailing List
Managing your Data on Apple Devices and Computers
Microsoft Excel 2010 Basics
Microsoft Excel 2010 Advanced
Microsoft PowerPoint 2010
Microsoft Shared Exchange Calendar
Microsoft Word 2010
MS Outlook 2010 Desktop Client
Outlook Web Application
SNAP II
SPSS Basics
SPSS Intermediate
Taskstream for Administrative Units